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Abstract
Raven’s Progressive Matrices (RPM), one of the
standard intelligence tests in human psychology,
has recently emerged as a powerful tool for study-
ing abstract visual reasoning (AVR) abilities in
machines. Although existing computational mod-
els for RPM problems achieve good performance,
they require a large number of labeled training ex-
amples for supervised learning. In contrast, hu-
mans can efficiently solve unlabeled RPM prob-
lems after learning from only a few example ques-
tions. Here, we develop a semi-supervised learn-
ing (SSL) method, called RuleMatch, to train deep
models with a small number of labeled RPM ques-
tions along with other unlabeled questions. More-
over, instead of using pixel-level augmentation
in object perception tasks, we exploit the nature
of RPM problems and augment the data at the
level of abstract rules. Specifically, we disrupt
the possible rules contained among context im-
ages in an RPM question and force the two aug-
mented variants of the same unlabeled sample to
obey the same abstract rule and predict a common
pseudo label for training. Extensive experiments
show that the proposed RuleMatch achieves state-
of-the-art performance on two popular RAVEN
datasets. Our work makes an important stride in
aligning abstract analogical visual reasoning abil-
ities in machines and humans. Our Code is at
https://github.com/ZjjConan/AVR-RuleMatch.

1 Introduction
Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) [Krizhevsky et al., 2012;
Simonyan and Zisserman, 2014; He et al., 2016; Vaswani et
al., 2017] are currently the de facto methods for many tasks
in both academic research and industrial applications [Con-
neau et al., 2016; Bahdanau et al., 2014; Kim et al., 2016;
Ren et al., 2015; Karpathy et al., 2014]. However, most ex-
isting DNNs face two fundamental challenges. First, current
DNNs heavily rely on a large number of labeled examples for
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Figure 1: Two RPM questions. In each RPM, eight context images
(i.e., 1 ∼ 8) are provided to form a problem matrix. The goal is to
select the correct answer from eight answer images (i.e., 9 ∼ 16)
to fill in the missing one (denoted using ?) in that problem matrix,
making three rows or three columns form similar abstract rules.

training to achieve promising results. Second, current DNNs
achieve extraordinary performance mostly in low-level per-
ceptual tasks, such as computer vision or speech recognition,
but are believed to still lag far behind humans in high-level
analogical reasoning abilities. This is in stark contrast to hu-
man cognition, where even a baby can quickly learn object
relationships and make inferences with only a few supervised
samples. The ability to efficiently learn and generalize from a
few labeled examples reveals remarkable abstract analogical
reasoning abilities in humans.

In human psychology, the ability of abstract analogical rea-
soning is typically assessed by the standard Intelligence Quo-
tient (IQ) test -Raven’s Progressive Matrices (RPMs) [Raven
and Court, 1938]. Figure 1 shows two example RPM ques-
tions from the RAVEN [Zhang et al., 2019a] dataset. The
goal is to select the correct answer from 8 choice images to
fill in the missing 9-th panel (denoted by ?) of the context
images, so that three rows or three columns to form a co-
herent abstract rule. An observer must first recognize visual
attributes of objects in the context images and infer abstract
rules embedded within the context images, and reason about
the correct answer. Importantly, RPM is purely vision-based
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and, unlike tuning tests, does not depend on language skills.
RPM problems are therefore widely used as a standard intel-
ligence test across regions and populations.

In cognitive science, AVR has been traditionally solved
by neuro-symbolic approaches and several related models
have been proposed [Lovett and Forbus, 2017; Lovett et
al., 2010]. However, traditional RPM problems used in
human psychology are hand-crafted by experts, and the
limited amount hinders the development of deep learning
models. Recently, several large-scale RPM datasets have
been established [Zhang et al., 2019a; Benny et al., 2021;
Hu et al., 2021a; Barrett et al., 2018], which have greatly
accelerated this line of research in deep learning. For exam-
ple, the RAVEN dataset contains 42,000 training questions,
14,000 validation questions, and 14,000 test questions [Zhang
et al., 2019a]. Based on these large-scale RPM datasets, sev-
eral deep learning models for AVR have been proposed and
have shown impressive performance [Zhang et al., 2019b;
Zhuo and Kankanhalli, 2022; Hu et al., 2021a; Wang et
al., 2020; Jahrens and Martinetz, 2020; Benny et al., 2021;
Zheng et al., 2019; Spratley et al., 2020; Zhang et al., 2021;
Wu et al., 2020]. However, these models are trained in a
fully supervised fashion. In contrast, in everyday life, hu-
mans learn primarily based on a few labeled examples and
a large number of unlabeled examples. For example, hu-
man babies learn the concept of ”dog” by receiving ”dog”
instructions from their parents only a few times and subse-
quently naturally associating unlabeled dog examples with-
out explicit instruction. Similarly, a standard RAVEN test
provides only a few example questions and instructions. An
observer must combine knowledge of the labeled examples
with unlabeled questions encountered in the test to complete
the test. There is evidence that humans have remarkable abil-
ities to integrate labeled and unlabeled examples [Gibson et
al., 2013]. This type of learning in humans is defined as semi-
supervised learning (SSL), where only a few labeled exam-
ples and other unlabeled examples can be used for training.
To our best knowledge, there has been no thorough investiga-
tion of SSL in RPM problems. Investigating SSL in abstract
visual reasoning tasks is particularly valuable for building ro-
bust machines equipped with human-like cognitive functions.

In this work, we develop an SSL method that uses only
a small number of labeled training examples in addition to
other unlabeled examples to learn abstract relations in RPM
problems. As shown in multiple previous works [Sohn et
al., 2020; Berthelot et al., 2019], data augmentations play an
important role in SSL methods. However, conventional data
augmentations in single image classification typically perturb
low-level visual features (e.g., flipping, adding noise), which
may be suboptimal for the rule-based relationship reasoning
across images in AVR. Therefore, we propose to perturb ab-
stract rules embedded in an RPM question (see 8 context im-
ages in Figure 1) to generate augmentation samples. Then,
we calculate consistency between different augmented sam-
ples to obtain pseudo labels. Such pseudo labels along with
these samples will be used to improve the model in the tradi-
tional supervised fashion. Our SSL method outperforms sev-
eral conventional SSL methods and achieves state-of-the-art
performance on two popular RAVEN datasets.

2 Related Work
2.1 Machine Learning Models for RPMs
To create human-like intelligent machines, one important step
is to systematically quantify and compare intelligence in both
humans and machines. The recent surge of research interest
in RPMs in machine learning is because RPMs can serve as a
common testbed for both human and machine intelligence.

The first obstacle in this line of research is the lack of ap-
propriate large-scale RPM datasets for model training. Sev-
eral works [Barrett et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2019a; Hu et al.,
2021a; Benny et al., 2021] have demonstrated the feasibility
of automatically generating large-scale RPM datasets. Based
on these datasets, several machine learning models [Bar-
rett et al., 2018; Spratley et al., 2020; Zhang et al., 2019b;
Zhuo and Kankanhalli, 2022; Zheng et al., 2019; Hu et al.,
2021a; Benny et al., 2021; Jahrens and Martinetz, 2020;
Zhang et al., 2021; Wang et al., 2020] have been proposed
with impressive robustness and accuracy. For example, DC-
Net improves the ability to reason about relationships reason-
ing by computing contrastive effects between candidate an-
swers [Zhuo and Kankanhalli, 2022]. MRNet discovers dif-
ferent types of abstract relations based on visual features at
different spatial scales [Benny et al., 2021]. Although exist-
ing studies have shown impressive performance on one or two
benchmarks, their methods are still trained in a completely
supervised fashion, relying on a large number of labeled sam-
ples. This is known to deviate significantly from RPM rea-
soning in humans. We therefore mainly focus on SSL, which
is more reasonable in real-life learning regimes.

2.2 Human’s Semi-supervised Human Learning
Imagine a mother pointing to a dog and saying to her baby,
“This is a dog”. The baby can easily associate the concept of
the dog with the appearance of this example. However, the
baby sees the majority of dog examples in everyday life with-
out such explicit instruction. Arguably, human concept learn-
ing in everyday life is largely in a SSL fashion rather than
supervised learning as used in most current DNNs. How-
ever, existing studies on human SSL are rare compared to
supervised and unsupervised learning. Zhu et al. [2007] pro-
vided perhaps the first piece of direct evidence of SSL in hu-
mans. The experimenters let human observers learn a few
labeled artificial objects and then asked them to classify sev-
eral unlabeled objects. The finding that the distribution of
the unlabeled objects significantly biased human classifica-
tion strongly suggests that humans learn by integrating both
labeled and unlabeled examples. This notion was further ex-
tended by similar results in social categorical learning [Kalish
et al., 2011], and the test-item effects [Zhu et al., 2010] dur-
ing human category learning.

Computational models of human SSL generally fall into
two categories. One approach is to augment supervised or
unsupervised cognitive models. For example, Gibson et al.
[2013] proposed that exemplar-based and prototype-based su-
pervised learning models can be extended in an SSL fash-
ion. The other approach is to formalize SSL in an online
learning fashion. It has been shown that labeled examples
can be used to form the initial categorical distributions and
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these distributions can be updated by unlabeled examples
via non-parametric Bayesian belief updating [Gibson et al.,
2013]. These neuro-symbolic models are successful in ex-
plaining human SSL behavior. Unlike successful applications
of DNNs in supervised [Yamins et al., 2014] and unsuper-
vised learning [Zhuang et al., 2021] in primates, DNNs of
semi-supervised learning in humans are rare.

2.3 Semi-supervised Machine Learning
SSL is an active area of research in machine learning com-
munity. The goal of SSL is to train models with a limited
set of labeled data, and then improve that trained models by
exploring weakly-labeled or unlabeled data [Zhu, 2005; Zhu
and Goldberg, 2009]. In the deep learning era, this problem
setting has been used in many related works, including gen-
eral image classification [Tarvainen and Valpola, 2017; Laine
and Aila, 2016; Laine and Aila, 2016; Sohn et al., 2020;
Berthelot et al., 2019], object detection [Jeong et al., 2019;
Misra et al., 2015; Tang et al., 2021; Xu et al., 2021; Kaul
et al., 2022], node classification [Welling and Kipf, 2016;
Yang et al., 2016], and image generation [Bodla et al., 2018;
Katsumata et al., 2022]. Existing SSL methods generally fall
into two categories. The first approach is to develop different
methods to regularize model adaption. For example, Tem-
poral Ensembling [Laine and Aila, 2016] uses an exponen-
tial moving average of label predictions to penalize inconsis-
tent model outputs, and Mean Teacher Model [Tarvainen and
Valpola, 2017] improves on this method by averaging model
weights. The second approach is to exploit data augmentation
to generate new samples and utilize these generated samples
to propose new loss functions. For example, Hu et al. [2021b]
proposes a standard supervised loss function on labeled data,
an unsupervised loss on unlabeled samples belonging to the
same categories, and a pair loss on unlabeled samples belong-
ing to different categories. Our work inherits the advantages
of model regularization and data augmentation and proposes
a new method for generating consistency reference and aug-
mentation samples according to abstract rules in RPMs.

3 Methods
In this work, we proposea a new semi-supervised learning
framework - RuleMatch (Figure 3), which utilizes rule-based
relationships to exploit unlabeled samples to improve the
deep models for the human intelligence tests.

3.1 Problem Setup
We first formulate the semi-supervised setting in RPM prob-
lems. Suppose Nl RPM questions with groundtruth labels
X = {([Xc

i ;X
a
i ], yi) | i = 1, · · · , Nl} are provided, where

Xc
i ∈ Rkc×H×W are the collections of context images of the

i-th RPM question. Similarly, Xa
i ∈ Rka×H×W are the an-

swer images. yi is the groundtruth label and k is the number
of panels. In RAVEN-like tasks, each RPM question contains
kc = 8 and ka = 8 images, and yi ranges from [1, 8] to indi-
cate the correct answer, i.e., allowing three rows or columns
to constitute the same abstract rule. Besides X , Nu unla-
beled RPM questions are also provided U = {([U c

i ;U
a
i ], ∅) |

i = 1, · · · , Nu}, where U represents collections of images

with unknown label ∅. Our goal in this paper is to combine
the union set of X ∪ U to improve the robustness and accu-
racy of current popular reasoning networks. This is also the
central goal of semi-supervised learning in traditional com-
puter vision tasks [Berthelot et al., 2019; Sohn et al., 2020;
Zhu, 2005; Misra et al., 2015].

3.2 Background: FixMatch
Our algorithm is inspired by the recently proposed semi-
supervised learning algorithm – FixMatch [Sohn et al., 2020].
FixMatch attempts to optimize a linear combination of two
cross-entropy loss functions in a stochastic manner. In de-
tail, let Xi = [Xc

i ;X
a
i ] and Ui = [U c

i ;U
a
i ] be all panels

of the i-th labeled and unlabeled RPM question respectively,
FixMatch assumes the loss function as follows:

l =
1

Bl

Bl∑
b=1

H(yb, pm(y|α(Xb)))

+
λu

Bu

Bu∑
u=1

1(max(qu) ≥ τ)H(q̂u, pm(y|A(Uu))),

(1)

where Bl and Bu are the batch sizes for labeled and unlabeled
examples respectively. pm(y|α(Xb)) is the predicted score
distribution produced by a model with labeled input. qu =
pm(y|α(Uu)) is the predicted score distribution by the same
model for the unlabeled example Uu. q̂u = argmax(qu) and
τ is the threshold. H(p, q) is the cross-entropy loss between
two probability distribution p and q. λu is a balancing term.

FixMatch estimates a pseudo label of each unlabeled exam-
ple over a weakly-augmented input (α(·)), and then uses the
estimated label and a strongly-augmented version (A(·)) of
the input for loss optimization. This two-type-augmentation
introduces a form of consistency regularization that is cru-
cial to FixMatch. Another important factor is the confidence
threshold τ for selecting high-confidence predicted examples
to reduce the negative impacts of noisy examples. In the fol-
lowing sections, we will analyze the reason why FixMatch is
suboptimal for RPM problems.

3.3 Our Algorithm: RuleMatch
FixMatch [Sohn et al., 2020] was originally proposed for im-
age recognition (i.e., natural or digit image categorization),
and the confidence threshold τ serves as an important factor
for selecting useful unlabeled examples. This is feasible in
image recognition because natural images usually have some
similar statistical patterns across different categories, such as
colors, textures, and some mid-level semantic parts. The deep
networks trained with enough examples have good general-
ization abilities to recognize such categories, and they can
even be transferred to discriminate novel objects [Donahue et
al., 2014; Sharif Razavian et al., 2014] to some extent.

However, for RPM problems, a model should not only rec-
ognize objects that appeared in each panel but also extract ab-
stract relationships between these objects. Finally, the model
must infer the rules with given contexts and allow the selected
answer together with the context images to follow a consistent
rule. It is worth noting that: (1) the same objects appearing in
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Figure 2: An illustration of the difficulty of RPM problems. (a) Two
RPM questions contain similar objects in their panel images, but
they have totally different rules as shown in the top of each RPM
question. (b) Two RPM questions have similar rules, but the second
RPM question contain much more diverse objects. It clearly shows
that merely recognizing objects does not guarantee understanding of
abstract rules, resulting in suboptimal unlabeled data selection.

the panels may not follow the same rules (see Figure 2 (a));
(2) different objects may also form similar abstract rules (see
Figure 2 (b)); (3) small variations in objects may yield com-
pletely different rules. Due to these intrinsic characteristics of
RPM problems, we argue that it is hard to select appropriate
unlabeled samples using only a simple confidence threshold.

Based on the above analyses, we propose a simple yet ef-
fective algorithm – RuleMatch, as shown in Figure 3. Our
RuleMatch follows the main component of FixMatch by uti-
lizing different types of augmentation on unlabeled data, but
differs in the way that how pseudo labels are estimated. In-
stead of a simple confidence threshold, we propose a rule-
based agreement framework to select useful information from
a large number of unlabeled data. After that, the selected un-
labeled data will be combined with other labeled data to opti-
mize a cross-entropy loss. To train robust rule-wise networks,
we propose three types of rule-level augmentations.

Rule Consistency Loss
As shown in Figure 3. To generate pseudo labels from unla-
beled data, we use our RuleAug (depict in the next paragraph)
to produce two views of the same unlabeled RPM question:
Uu1 = RuleAug(Uu) and Uu2 = RuleAug(Uu). As such,
the model is used to calculate the predicted scores of both
questions, denoted qu1 = pm(y|Uu1) and qu2 = pm(y|Uu2).
Given the two predictions, we modified the second term in Eq
(1) and formulate our rule consistency loss as:

lu =
λu

Bu

Bu∑
u=1

1(q̂u1 == q̂u2)H(q̂u1, pm(y|RuleAug(Uu))),

(2)

where q̂u1 = argmax(qu1) and q̂u2 = argmax(qu2). Eq (2)
shows that unlabeled data are included for model training if
and only if the two views of rules are consistent. This design
has two advantages over Eq (1). First, the consistency loss
focuses on rule-wise recognition rather than visual attributes
or categories of objects, and should be more appropriate for
existing RPM problems. Second, Eq (2) removes the hyper-
parameter τ , reducing the effort for parameter tuning. More-
over, we only employ the RuleAug on unlabeled data. This
manipulation increases the robustness of the learned models
to rule disruptions and produces more consistent predictions
between two augmented views of the same question.

Rule Augmentation
As shown in Figure 1 & Figure 2, a panel in each RPM con-
tains objects. These objects further form different attributes
(e.g., “number” in Figure 2 (b)). Finally, a row of three panel
images forms some specific rules, which will be used for
learning and reasoning. In summary, rules in RPM questions
contain different levels of information. Based on these ob-
servations, we propose a rule-wise augmentation technique
to enhance model robustness against rule disruption. Our
technique contains three strategies to disrupt rules, including
object-level, panel-level, and row-level.

Our first proposed strategy disrupts rule in object-level, de-
noted as MaskObj. Specifically, let us divide each context
panel image into a 2 × 2 grid and use [tl, tr, bl, br] to denote
top-left, top-right, bottom-left, and bottom-right parts of each
image in i-th RPM question. MaskObj can be formulated as:

MaskObj(U t
i ) : U t

i [r] = 0

s.t. r = RS([tl, tr, bl, br])

t = RS([1, ..., 8])

(3)

where RS stands for the random selection of an element from
the list contained in [·]. MaskObj masks out 1/4 portion of an
image, systematically disrupting the objects contained in the
t-th context image. Such masking breaks the abstract rule
embedded in this RPM question, and produces an augmented
version of the original RPM question.

Our second and third augmentation strategies share a simi-
lar philosophy by breaking rules in single row or column, but
in different ways. We formulate them as:

MaskPanel(U t
i ) : U

t
i = 0 (4)

MaskRow(Ui) : U
row
i = 0, (5)

where t is similar to Eq (3), and row is the random selection
of a single row for the i-th RPM question, which can be for-
mulated as row = RS([row1, row2]). Here, row1 = [1, 2, 3]
or row2 = [4, 5, 6]. The second augmentation method masks
one of eight context images to break a rule. The third aug-
mentation masks the entire first or the second row. The ulti-
mate goal of rule-based masking is to systematically disrupt
the rule in an RPM question and enforce a model to learn the
correct answer from unmasked portion of the question. This
approach allows the model to learn robust features by push-
ing it to obtain highly consistent predicted answers from two
variants of augmented questions, and this process can in turn
select high-quality unlabeled data for model training.
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Figure 3: An overview of the proposed RuleMatch algorithm. Our RuleMatch uses the proposed rule-based augmentation to augment
unlabeled data in three different views, and then employs the network to estimate pseudo labels from two of them. If the estimated labels
are consistent across the two views, this unlabeled example and its pseudo label are included for network training, along with the weakly-
augmented labeled data using supervised cross-entropy loss.

Based on our three strategies proposed above, we then for-
mulate our rule-based augmentation method as RuleAug =
RS([MaskObj,MaskPanel,MaskRow]). It is worth
noticing that our augmentation is only applied to context im-
ages, which contain complete rules for each RPM question.

4 Experiments
In this section, we report results on two popular RAVEN
benchmark datasets, I-RAVEN [Hu et al., 2021a] and
RAVEN-FAIR [Benny et al., 2021], to verify our method.

4.1 Datasets & Implementations
RAVEN [Zhang et al., 2019a] mimics RPM problems in hu-
man psychology and is one of the most popular datasets for
evaluating visual abstract reasoning. However, a few recent
studies [Hu et al., 2021a; Benny et al., 2021; Spratley et al.,
2020] found that a model trained only on the 8 answer images
can achieve good results in RAVEN, which is suspicious and
contradicts the spirit of abstract visual reasoning, since a cor-
rect answer must be reasoned from context images. These
results point out the potential bias in the original RAVEN

dataset. For a more fair evaluation, we run our method on
two other variants of RAVEN, as depicted below.

I-RAVEN [Hu et al., 2021a] and RAVEN-FAIR [Benny et
al., 2021] are two recently developed datasets to control for
potential bias in the original RAVEN dataset. Both datasets
have 7 image configurations – Center, 2x2Grid, 3x3Grid,
Left-Right, Up-Down, Out-InCenter, and Out-InGrid. Each
of them contains 10,000 problems, for a total of 70,000 RPM
questions and 1,112,000 images. In addition, both RAVEN-
FAIR and I-RAVEN contain the same sets of relationships,
including progression, constant, union, and arithmetic. These
relationships are thought to be very challenging for current
deep networks. The only difference between the two datasets
is the method used to generate negative answers. RAVEN-
FAIR starts with the correct answer image in each RPM
question and iteratively generates one negative example at a
time by randomly changing one visual attribute of the cor-
rect answer. In I-RAVEN, a bisection tree is constructed to
change one attribute at a time but in two different attribute
directions. Moreover, recent studies [Benny et al., 2021;
Hu et al., 2021a] have demonstrated that a model merely
trained on the eight answer images can only perform slightly
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I-RAVEN RAVEN-FAIR
Network Training 5000 (11.9%) 3000 (7.1%) 1000 (2.4%) 5000 (11.9%) 3000 (7.1%) 1000 (2.4%)

MRNet

Supervised 53.42±0.54 46.93±0.32 34.19±0.30 59.41±0.72 50.72±0.53 37.66±1.97
MeanTeacher 60.60±3.35 52.10±0.88 32.22±1.66 68.19±2.24 61.32±0.72 38.53±1.98

FixMatch 62.66±2.87 50.15±1.22 33.12±1.38 74.82±1.98 62.37±1.29 38.19±1.57
RuleMatch 69.85±1.84 57.82±0.91 34.18±1.11 78.15±1.82 69.11±0.99 38.34±0.97

RelBase

Supervised 70.05±6.45 57.93±0.55 33.32±1.92 77.85±2.95 65.92±2.17 37.67±0.94
MeanTeacher 80.30±1.52 74.10±2.12 31.59±0.85 87.92±1.86 83.94±2.28 38.34±3.14

FixMatch 85.38±0.57 73.33±2.64 31.88±0.83 91.15±0.27 83.45±2.82 39.25±1.34
RuleMatch 88.14±0.45 77.33±1.08 34.21±0.98 92.11±1.61 86.43±1.21 39.33±1.27

Table 1: Results of all compared training algorithms, including purely supervised training (denoted as Supervised), Mean Teacher Model,
FixMatch, and the proposed RuleMatch. All results are reported under the early stopping control (20 epochs) and as the average over 3
experimental runs. The best results for each k-labeled setting are highlighted as Bold.

better than chance on both datasets, further confirming the
validity of the two datasets.

To test whether our RuleMatch can be broadly applied to
different kinds of reasoning networks. We choose two com-
peting models – MRNet [Spratley et al., 2020] and RelBase
[Benny et al., 2021]. MRNet explicitly infers row-wise and
column-wise rules, and also proposes to discover rules in fea-
tures at different spatial scales. RelBase uses frame-wise con-
volutions to integrate all context images and each answer im-
age in order to discover their relationships. We generally fol-
low their original implementations except that here 4 GPUs
were used for model training here. In addition, MRNet uses a
two-stage training pipeline. As our aim is not to demonstrate
the state-of-the-art performance of MRNet per se, we remove
the second stage for simplicity.

Both I-RAVEN and RAVEN-FAIR are divided into train-
ing, validation, and test splits. The validation set is used to
select the best training checkpoint for evaluation. All models
80 × 80 images as input. We also flip images horizontally
as weak augmentation. Optimization is done by the Adam
solver [Kingma and Ba, 2015] with a learning rate of 1e-3 and
a batch size of 32. Weight decay is 1e-5 for both datasets. To
further reduce the risk of overfitting, we add a dropout layer
with a probability of 0.1 on the residual branches. All of our
methods are trained for 100 epochs or when the validation
accuracy is not improved in the last 20 epochs.

4.2 Main Results
In this section, we compare the proposed RuleMatch with
several well-established semi-supervised learning algorithms,
including MeanTeacher [Tarvainen and Valpola, 2017] and
FixMatch [Sohn et al., 2020]. We also include the purely su-
pervised learning regime for comparison. Experiments are
conducted on the two RAVEN datasets mentioned above,
with different numbers of Nl labeled examples, i.e., 1000,
3000, and 5000. All unlabeled examples will be included for
sample discovery in all semi-supervised learning.

Table 1 shows all the results. We draw three main con-
clusions. First, the proposed RuleMatch algorithm achieves

the best performance on both datasets in most Nl settings.
Specifically, both MRNet and RelBase networks trained with
our RuleMatch obtain significant improvements over those
trained with FixMatch in almost all 5000 and 3000 condi-
tions. Second, all methods do not perform well on very lim-
ited training data (see results obtained with 2.4% data). Some
methods even obtain diminished performance than the super-
vised regime. This is mainly because the models have to learn
noisy rules and cannot fully utilize unlabeled data with such
scarce labeled data, resulting in suboptimal training. Indeed,
this phenomenon shows that abstract relationships in RPMs
cannot be easily generalized. Third, RelBase and MRNet are
two competing models. Rel-Base directly extracts relation-
ships in all eight context images without special designs for
row-wise and column-wise rules. In contrast, MRNet delib-
erately includes row-wise and column-wise relation modules.
Our RuleMatch can improve both in most experimental set-
tings, demonstrating good flexibility in dealing with differ-
ent forms of reasoning networks. All these results show that
RuleMatch is an efficient algorithm that can discover useful
information by combining both labeled and unlabeled data.

4.3 Ablation Studies
We run several ablation experiments with our RuleMatch on
both I-RAVEN and RAVEN-FAIR. The number of labeled
data in both datasets is set to 5000. For simplicity, we do not
change the augmentation method of labeled data as this setup
has been well-demonstrated in FixMatch [Sohn et al., 2020].
The main goal here is to investigate whether our RuleAug is
useful for using unlabeled data.

To this end, we propose two variants of our RuleMatch.
First, we use two weakly-augmented views of an unlabeled
question to check the consistency of the prediction. If their
prediction is consistent, we then use the proposed RuleAug
to augment that unlabeled question for network training. The
results of this approach on MRNet and RelBase are shown in
the 2nd row of Table 2. Compared to our default setting of us-
ing all three RuleAug (1st row), including two for label con-
sistency checking and one for network training, this variant
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Augmentations I-RAVEN RAVEN-FAIR
Network X U1 U2 U3 5000 labels 5000 labels

MRNet
WeakAug RuleAug RuleAug RuleAug 69.85±1.84 78.15±1.82
WeakAug RuleAug WeakAug WeakAug 68.01±2.39 75.84±1.74
WeakAug WeakAug RuleAug RuleAug 68.82±2.39 77.55±1.74

RelBase
WeakAug RuleAug RuleAug RuleAug 88.14±0.45 92.11±1.61
WeakAug RuleAug WeakAug WeakAug 87.28±1.88 90.65±1.66
WeakAug WeakAug RuleAug RuleAug 88.32±1.49 91.89±1.69

Table 2: Results of the data augmentation applied to the unlabeled data. Since FixMatch demonstrates the use of the weakly-augmentation
(WeakAug) method on the labeled data, we do not explore different types of augmentation for simplicity. Note that U2 and U3 are used
to investigate rule consistency, U1 is used for model training together with pseudo labels. All results are reported under the early stopping
control (20 epochs) and as the average of 3 experimental runs. The best results for each dataset are highlighted in Bold.

obtains worse performance. Second, we use two views aug-
mented by our RuleAug for label consistency checking, and
use weakly-augmented view of this data for network train-
ing. This variant achieves slightly better performance than
the first choice, but still produces weaker performance than
our full version. All of these results lead to two conclusions.
First, typical image augmentation, such as random flipping,
cannot systematically disrupt abstract rules, and may lead to
less effective consistent checking. Our RuleAug is a more ro-
bust augmentation approach for RPM problems. Second, as
presented in FixMatch, it is important to align the predicted
distribution over two different levels of augmentation, i.e.,
weakly- and strong-augmentation. In this work, we align the
two predicted distributions using randomly perturbed rules,
which are more suitable for RAVEN problems due to the sta-
tistical characteristics of this task. Overall, all these results
confirm the positive contribution of our RuleAug and the rule-
based sample selection method.

5 Conclusions
In this work, we present RuleMatch, a simple but specifically
tailored for semi-supervised learning of abstract visual rea-
soning tasks. The key components of our algorithm are the
rule-based augmentation approach and the rule consistency
loss function. The goal of our proposed rule-based augmen-
tation is to disrupt abstract rules in a RAVEN question, allow-
ing the network to learn more high-level rule-wise features.
Furthermore, our algorithm automatically selects useful un-
labeled data through a rule consistency mechanism applied to
two views of the augmented unlabeled question. This con-
sistent examination allows our algorithm to discover more re-
liable unlabeled data, resulting in surprisingly-high accuracy
with just ∼ 10% labeled data.

Our work has three limitations. First, our algorithm uses
more augmented data, which inevitably increases training
cost. Second, our RuleMatch cannot improve model perfor-
mance when the model is trained on a very limited number
of labeled data. This is mainly because extracting relation-
ships across multiple images in RPMs is much more difficult
than recognizing objects in a single image. Third, it is debat-

able whether humans use semi-supervised learning or few-
shot learning when taking RAVEN tests. Although humans
may not encounter over many unlabeled RPM questions, we
argue that humans have already learned a vast number of ab-
stract rules (e.g., progression, constant, etc) through other
contexts in everyday life. Another factor is that humans have
also already possessed a powerful pre-trained visual system
that can almost perfectly recognize low-level visual attributes
of objects in an RPM question. Here, the image encoder
part of these networks still requires extensive training. We
highlight the differences between machines and humans in
learning RPM problems. But our SSL work here is at least
an important step towards improving data-efficient learning
of abstract analogical reasoning in machines, and serves as a
cornerstone for future work such as few-shot learning.

In summary, we believe that our proposed RuleMatch will
help to enable the use of machine learning algorithms in such
reasoning tasks, where labels of these tasks are usually ex-
pensive or difficult to obtain.
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